In this paper, genetic algorithms and machine learning theory and method of knowledge acquisition for expert system structure is proposed to solve the "bottleneck" problems in the traditional machine learning methods on the basis of AQ, the model of knowledge acquisition based on GA is proposed and its application is used in the Fish Disease Diagnosis reasoning system, the rules is accessed to fish disease diagnosis. Fish Disease Diagnosis and the problems of knowledge accessed into combinatorial optimization are solved.
INTRODUCTION
As expert system application areas continues to expand, the difficulties faced by the combinatorial explosion is increasingly obvious. Construction expert knowledge acquisition system is the "bottleneck" problems, and expertise will have a direct impact on the performance of the whole system. Diagnosis Expert System comes from the knowledge of experts in the field, which is summarized by the expert, it needs repeated exchange between knowledge engineers and experts in the field, and in many cases, often it is very difficult to experience their own knowledge and to make it clear for experts in the field that, especially intuitive problem, the lower the efficiency of this method. In order to find a suitable for large-scale problems and have self-organizing, adaptive, self-learning ability of the algorithm ,it becomes a research subject goal, people has made a variety of different ways, machine learning is considered one of the most effective means. Traditional machine learning methods are based on pre-established rules and knowledge in the decision taken by the strategy. Therefore it is more difficult for the everchanging environment of the problem.
Genetic Algorithm as a simulation of natural selection and evolution of the process of a random search algorithm and highly robust in recent years is gradually applied to machine learning system, which has a good performance of the intelligence in determining the coding schemes, fitness function and genetic operator, the algorithm will be used in the evolution of the information, such as self-organizing, adaptive characteristics. At the same time it has also given in accordance with changes in the environment, which can automatically discover the characteristics and environmental laws. Natural selection algorithm eliminates the process of designing one of the greatest obstacles: the need to advance the full description of the characteristics, and describe the different characteristics of the problem algorithm measures to be taken. Thus, we can resolve those structures no one can understand complex issues by using genetic algorithms.
BASED ON INDUCTIVE MACHINE LEARNING
The general machine learning framework is shown in Figure 1 , the learning system seeks to provide teachers with the concept of a group of samples and background knowledge, identify the description of the concept.
Concept can be understood as a group with some of the common nature of the object which is different from other objects. Semantic description of the concept is the basic unit of meaning, which is a significant feature set. Under normal circumstances, in accordance with the concept statement will be divided into the concept and the concept of reasoning. Presented the concept of reasoning is the basis of the analysis of the concept.
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Fig.1 Machine learning framework
To set an example in the database collection, machine learning, known as background sets, E=D 1 ×D 2 ×…… ×D n is n-dimensional vector space limited, Dj for a limited collection, its base for mj = | Dj |. E attributes set X = (x 1 , x 2 ,……, x n ), the first j attribute Xj is range D j . E = <e 1 ,e 2 , ……, e n > elements in e = <v 1 ,v 2 , ……, v n > known as examples, v j ∈ D j , | E | E for the base said the collection includes examples numbers.
Cases are divided into E will be set of PE and anti The concept of learning is a given set of background, the structure contains these statements into assertions, and under the guidance of bias , or the satisfaction of choosing the best summed up assertion that could explain the observed examples of a group concept.
Group related concepts are usually organized into the tree, which can be expressed by the plans or the level of generalization. In the hierarchical structure of a specific level, the concept does not usually intersect, but sometimes they are small differences between large. For example: the concept of a "rotten gill disease" is the "fish diseases," an example of "red skin disease" is a case in point. 
GENETIC ALGORITHMS IN THE APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
In recent years, many scholars at home and abroad have researched the concept of learning. In these ways, some have used heuristic approach to the rules to guide the search space, such as ID3 algorithm from the point of studying information theory decision tree; AQ heuristic algorithm using the Star algorithm learning the rules; YAI LS algorithm through an evaluation function, such as learning the rules , High operating efficiency of such methods, but not universal. Some also learn adaptive algorithm which is used to find the optimum rules. GA algorithm is based on Darwin's "natural selection" theory of genetic and biological populations and evolution of the theory of general search methods; it can be used in many areas. In practice, however, GA is not superior to specific areas of the specific algorithm. Therefore, to consider the efficiency and versatility from both sides, people often adopt a more strategic search mechanism, heuristic methods to be combined with the GA, to get a better overall performance of the learning algorithm.
Genetic algorithms for knowledge acquisition may constitute a GA at the core of machine learning system.
Concept of model
Examples of machine learning is a core areas, in accordance with the knowledge that it can be divided into two categories: decision tree into the decision-making rules and summarized, ID3 as the representative to the former, characterized by training and classification speed quickly, apply to large-scale The learning problems; latter AQ 15 and AE1 represented, characterized by high precision classification, and strong expression of their knowledge, the expert system for automatic acquisition of knowledge and thus in the field of expert systems caused greater concern.
The model, based on examples of the collection E, we have adopted rules that CNF paradigm access to the concept of C, C meet the requirements of the concept of integrity and consistency, and as simple as possible the concept of the length or the shorter the better.
It is said F (g) meet the consistency； To meet the concept of integrity and consistency as binding conditions to simplicity as the goal, the establishment of an integer programming model are as follows: 
Where: ω is a big factor punished, the generalω≥2×max{mj,j=1,2,……n}.
3.2
Based on the example of learning the rules GA
The example: The grass carp Hemorrhage and Black gill disease in two cases the rules of study as an example, grass carp Hemorrhage Black gill disease and the symptoms and characteristics of cases Table 1 and shown in  Table 2 .
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3.3
Based on the binding plan for GA
In general, binding problems can be divided into a binding constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and is bound by the optimization problem (COP).
For such problems, the issue of the search space does not belong to certain regions include the issue of the search point. Fish diseases from the above model of knowledge acquisition can be seen, it is bound by a non-linear, the problem of how to find such global optimal solution does not exist at present foolproof method.
Optimization of the penalties in the traditional function, and optimize the search process from the point to another point, according to structural constraints of the punishment, punishment will be added to the objective function, so that non-linear programming problems into a series of extreme value to the non-binding question , is the external their early problems that the optimal solution.
To function outside the penalty point method as an example, the model for knowledge acquisition of fish diseases such inequality constrained optimization problem, point penalty function outside the law for the following steps:
Construction penalty function, the original problem into a non-binding Optimization:
Where: the right to punish the second;; α punishment for the structural function of the index, its value will affect the function Φ (X, M (k)) in the contour of the binding nature of the general admission α = 2;; M For the punishment factor is greater than 0 a progressive series, which should meet
Where M(0) for the initial punishment factor, based on experience values (such as from M (0) =1). (2) fitness function is defined as
where: C0 is a given number, to ensure that f (X) a non-negative, the optimization problem for the sake of fitness into the biggest problem.
Groups of individuals in accordance with the fitness of all sort of mechanism is follows: First, compare the binding of individual fitness Fcom, good adaptation of the top individual, if the fitness of equal value, compared to its optimized fitness Fopt, Good fitness top.
And punishment is usually based on the method, making it possible to the point of total points is better than not feasible. Thus enabling optimization of the process be feasible for the first point, then these potential points better not feasible, and the genetic operation be feasible optimal point. This will enter a viable area and has been optimized, unified, and without changing the optimum objective fitness to greater than zero. There's no need to set up Fcom and Fopt weight, the use of relatively simple.
Sort after i individuals for the survival chances
One q ∈ (0,1) called the selection pressure, used to control the risk of the individual selected, usually for an average of several times the risk of individual choice.
In order to protect the weak offspring of individuals involved in reproductive capacity and prevent certain anomalies in the evolution of the individual to be disproportionately selected as the father of gene makes the convergence lead to premature convergence, add a counter pNum individual records were selected for the father of the frequency, Article i individuals for the survival chances.
prob(i)=q(1-q)i-1(fn)pNum (11) One q ∈ (0,1), can be used to control the individual had been selected as the father of the number of times, pNum bigger, prob (i) the smaller the risk. The two generations into the new P N=N+1； EndWhile； Pnew=Pold； EndWhile； Output optimal values。 （5）Termination criteria Three kinds of termination criteria can be used: a, using the generation to meet the average value of the older generation and to meet the average ratio of the value of the termination criteria; b, using the frequency of the cycle of the termination criteria; c, the optimal use of individual groups and more and the termination of the same criteria. All of the above criteria can be used alone, but also joint use.
GA solution can be reached through the following conclusions： IF（Muscle =G03）∧（Head=B03）∧（Fins =F02）∧（Gill =C03） THEN Grass carp hemorrhage IF （ Muscle =G03 ） ∧ （ Surface=A01 ） ∧ （ Fins =F02 ） ∧ （ Gill =C03）THEN Grass carp hemorrhage Consistent with the actual situation, it can be seen that this method is effective。
SUMMARY
Construction expert knowledge acquisition system is the "bottleneck" problems, and expertise will have a direct impact on the performance of the whole system. As Fish Disease Diagnosis knowledge learning is, in fact, a combination of issues, the problem is transformed into knowledge acquisition portfolio optimization problem, fish disease diagnostic knowledge acquisition is used successfully in the model. Genetic Algorithm as a simulation of natural selection and evolution of the process of a random search algorithm, and highly robust in recent years gradually is applied to machine learning system, it has a good performance of the intelligence. A algorithm is proposed in this paper, which is used to solve the concept of access model, it is proved that the method of Fish Disease Diagnosis knowledge acquisition is effective.
